NISA

Nisa-meer en omgeving. Udjita.

? [speakers]
Comments: The approximate location is given by Galis, but further data are not available. Nisa probably is a member of the East Geelvink Bay Family ..., and could be a dialect of Bauri.
- Voorhoeve 1975f:60.

Galis (1955) mentions the approximate location of two languages, Nisa and Bapu, the first within the area of the East Geelvink Bay Family of the Geelvink Bay Phylum ..., in the area between the Baropasi and the Bauzi languages, and the second to the south-west of the Warenbori ... and Pauwi ... phylum-level Isolates. Voorhoeve (1975a) suggests that Nisa is probably a member of the East Geelvink Bay Family, and could be a dialect of Bauzi, and that Bapu could also be a member of the East Geelvink Bay Family, or that it could form a group with Warenbori. ...

Nisa
LOC: Inland from east side of Geelvink Bay around Danau Nisa

(Bonefa; Kerema)
500
LOC: Inland from east side of Cenderawasih Bay
- Silzer & Clouse 1991:70.

**

Nisa: 500 speakers reported in 1987, inland from the east side of Cenderawasih Bay around Danau Nisa. Also called Bonefa or Kerema. ...

Inland from east side of Geelvink Bay around Danau Nisa. ...

**

NISA (BONEFA, KEREMA) ... 500 (1987 SIL). Inland from east side of Geelvink Bay around Danau Nisa. ...
- Grimes 1996.

**

NISA (BONEFA, KEREMA) ... 500 (1987 SIL). Inland from east side of Geelvink Bay around Danau Nisa. Linguistic affiliation: Geelvink Bay, East Geelvink Bay. ...
Kamai -- NISA
Kerema -- NISA

*(Bonefa)*

   ten Zuiden van Sasora: Bariwaro, Baita, Kerema.

*(Bonefa)*

   ? [speakers]
   Comments: The approximate location is given by Galis (1955),
   who mentions there village names: Bariwaro, Baita and Karema.
   The language probably is a member of the East Geelvink Bay Family
   ..., and could be a dialect of Baropasi.
   - Voorhoeve 1975f:60.

Bonefa

   LOC: East side of Geelvink Bay, inland and southeast of Baropasi
   - Silzer & Heikkinen 1984:100.

*(Kerema)*

   Naar de onderscheidene taalgroepen kan men de stammen als
   volgt indelen (vide kaart {map not seen}):
   ...
   II. Kerema-groep: Anasi, Dadat, Kerema, Baïta, Nissa en Nissameer.
   ...
   - van Eek 1954 Ts:14.

Kerema

   LOC: Northeast of Nisa Lake
   - Silzer & Heikkinen 1984:100.
NISA       ?         Galis 1955-56
NISA -- ? d of BAURI  ?         Voorhoeve 1975
NISA                           500       East Geelvink Bay (Wurm &
NISA       East Geelvink Bay (Silzer &
NISA       500 (1987)  Geelvink Bay (Comrie
NISA       500 (1987)  Geelvink Bay (Comrie
BONEFA     ?         Galis 1955-56
BONEFA -- ? d of BAROPASI Voorhoeve 1975
BONEFA -- ? d of BAROPASI Wurm & Hattori 1981
BONEFA     East Geelvink Bay (Silzer &
BONEFA = NISA
BONEFA = NISA
BONEFA     East Geelvink Bay (Silzer &
KEREMA     van Eek 1954 Ts
KEREMA     East Geelvink Bay ? (Silzer &
KEREMA = NISA
KEREMA = NISA
KEREMA = NISA
Anasi -- KEREMA          van Eek 1954 Ts
Baïsa -- KEREMA          van Eek 1954 Ts
Baita -- BONEFA          Galis 1955-56, Voorhoeve 1975
Bariwaro -- SIROMI       van Eek 1954 Ts
Bariwaro -- BONEFA       Galis 1955-56, Voorhoeve 1975
Bonefa -- SIROMI         van Eek 1954 Ts
Bonefa -- NISA           Silzer & Clouse 1991
Dadat -- KEREMA          van Eek 1954 Ts
Danau Nisa -- NISA       Grimes 2000
Kamai -- NISA            Silzer & Clouse 1991, de Vries & de
Vries 1997
Kerema -- KEREMA         van Eek 1954 Ts
Kerema -- BONEFA         Galis 1955-56, Voorhoeve 1975
Kerema -- NISA           Silzer & Clouse 1991, de Vries & de
Vries 1997
Nissa -- KEREMA          van Eek 1954 Ts
Tawa -- ? NISA           Bijlmer 1923 (cf S&C)
Udjita -- NISA           Galis 1955-56
* * * * *